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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades!

Yule is a happy season for all Satanists, and this is because it’s the celebration of
our Father Satan and all our Pagan Gods. However, these days of high importance
have been hijacked, do not let the weaklings and frailed out dumb xians and others
to bring you down. These days belong entirely to us, same as the festivities, and
everything that makes the holidays worth it and fun. 

Xians and many other dumbasses only own misery, and jewsus christ the cheap
rabbinical thoughtform is just hovering on his sickly stick as the usual, hammer and
sickle.  Trying  to  destroy  Yuletide  happiness  and  replace  it  with  slavishly
worshipping a lie. This is why the majority of people like 'xmas' and the 'holidays',
fun,  leisure,  only  insofar  these have Satan,  shopping,  and no xianity  in  them.  

Do not let others lie to you or make you forget what the Yule season is about. This
is entirely ours, and predates xianity by thousands of years. The Yule Tree is the
Soul Tree, the Star on the Tree is the Pentacle,  the symbol of Satan. Santa is
actually an anagram for Satan, and this is symbolic of Santa who comes from the
north, on Satan's Power days to confer gifts (blessings) to Humanity, and all those
who have been good people over  the year.  All  Children love Satan/Santa,  and
everyone is on a great mood on these cozy times. The traditional gift giving to the
more poor and weaker, is also a Satanic trend, same as spending time with one's
family.  

All of that is Pagan/Satanic, and none of this has to do with the jewish 'church'. Of
course, one cannot deny the resemblance to Odin and the Yggdrasil Tree, which is
actually the Yule Tree- the Soul. The beautiful jewels or spheres hanging from the
tree symbolize, aside of the chakras, the desires that one puts on their soul so they
can gain power from the Tree of life to manifest in the next year. It’s also traditional
in many places that people write wishes on top or inside these spheres, and also
the Soul needs light, and this is why the trees are decorated with light. This is a
physical object to emulate what the Soul has to be: filled with light,  beauty and
splendor, and crowned by the Star which is the 7th Chakra and the consciousness.
After all Satan is the Serpent on the… Tree. 

Satan speaks openly through all of these symbols, rivalling the enemy who wants to
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destroy and defile Satan and the Human Soul. In many xian ruled places, the Yule
Tree is forbidden.

We are obligated as Satanists to spend the 21st, 22nd and finally 23rd of Month, in
observance to Satan and his Magnificence. Satan is the most beautiful being and in
the most Ancient tongues, he means life, truth, wisdom, and generally the highest
and meanings that have ever been conceived by the human mind and intelligence.
All  those  who  know Satan,  do  know that  all  these  indeed  do  fall  short  of  his
unparalleled magnificence.

The reason I am posting this is that every year, we gain more power, but the enemy
and their  ancient propaganda against  the Grand God of  Truth Satan is actually
smearing him. The enemy jews and the enemy xians and pisslamics will of course
for yet another year try to taint Satan's legacy, try to pin atrocities and all sorts of
emo-crap and ancient lies and defamations on Him. The sheep will gladly follow
these, and yet another Yule will be going to waste. That's what the jews think will
happen into this Yule, but it will NOT.

What Satan has been receiving in Yule? His own children, creation and progeny
attacked, His Name which means LIFE and TRUTH, tainted. Smear, lies, attacks,
curses,  false  enemy propaganda,  and hatred.  That's  what  the  jews have  been
giving Satan every year.  Not that Satan cares or partakes into anything of  this,
neither does it even touch him in the least, but the thing is, can you see what is
going  on  here?  Do  you  feel  for  it?  What  have  our  Pagan  Gods  have  been
receiving?  Smear,  attacks,  misinformation,  being  portrayed  as  hideous
monstrosities, which is the exact opposite of what they are.

Nobody of all these scumbags had had ONE ounce of decency to look beyond the
jewish crap about Satan. Well you know what, I have, and I have seen the most
beautiful  being  in  all  creation,  within,  without,  far  to  the depths  of  being totally
incomprehensible, but yet so tentative to the heart and Soul of humans. Who are
His creation after all.

So you know what?

This  Yule  belongs  to  Satan  and  we  are  going  to  Honor  him MASSIVELY and
accordingly.  With our silent devotion and happy rituals, and contemplation on his
Divine energy, Satan who is the Most High will be glorified. Satan's name has been
smeared by the monkey lifeforms who follow stupidly and blindly the jews, and who
are listening to their crappy propaganda against our God and our Gods of Hell.
There is nothing lower than this filth.



This Yule Satan will get a lot of praise. Now below I am going to post a Ritual, but
there are so many more things one can do to make things even better. You can
send Satan beautiful energy, write him your gifts or poems, or just tell him whatever
you want in your mind. Satan will hear you. Let's give him the gifts, the hymns, the
beauty this being deserves. While Satan needs nothing, it’s in the human heart and
a universal law in existence to return the beauty and show gratitude to the ones we
love at this season.

On the 20th and 21st of the Month, we are going to drive away the smearing and
curses from our Father's name, by reversing this RTR's foiling the kike attempts at
scorning and attacking Satan. Let's spam the Hell out of this Ritual. Keep doing it
over and over again so we saturate the whole planet AGAINST all the SMEAR and
LIES of the enemy. Let's see what they can do when the TRUTH is going out at
such rapid rates.

http://josgreece.angelfire.com/E712.html

MAHT-OHT-AHM–TEH  •  NOHR-HAH-AH  •  AYT-HAM  •  AHL-VEE-IVE  •  MEEN-
EEN-AHT-LUH •  UUUY-HEEY-IVE  •  UUUH-AYT-HAM •  SHEEE •  UUUKH-EEL-
SHAHY-IVE

After  vibrating  the  above  paragraph  18  times,  state  with  conviction  18  times:

Vibrate AUM

All obstacles are totally, permanently, and completely removed! 
Satan is fully empowered! 
Satan has Supreme and Invincible Power 
Satan's Supreme and Invincible Power is Forever!

Vibrate AUM

[*All of the above together is one round]

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual

_________

Honor Father Satan Ritual,
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For the height of the Yule at the 23rd:

You can open this Ritual simply as a formal Ritual, or if you want you can recite the
prayer I have written below for this special occasion. If many of us recite this, this
will give it power, as all of you here know there is power in numbers.

"Father Satan, Truth Incarnate
This is Your day in Time, Your Place of Glory
The Highest Point of Power in this Year and All Years to Come!

We Your Children Honor You on this day, We Your Children Fight for you on This
Day!
We Saturate your Name With Admiration! We clean your name of Nefarious Lies,
and Jewish Abominations!

In the mind of everyone, knowing you or not, your Legacy and Your Holy Name are
Absolved and Clean, Pure and Beautiful,
as they once were in the Ancient Past.

I, Father Satan, I am one of your Children!

I am one of those who Love you, Admire you, Know you, but follow your Eternal
and Truthful Mystery!
Oh Father Satan, Highest and Worthiest of Praise, Truth is in Your Name, Life is
What you Give, Enlightenment is your bearing torch!

Bless Our Ritual, Bless Our Will, Bless all of your Satanic Family praising you and
blessing you on this day!

Eternally Sanctified, Purified and Clean is your Name, Eternal Truth shines not only
in me that I know, but in all Creation!

FATHER SATAN BLESS OUR RITUAL!!!

HAIL SATAN!!!!"

__Now Onto the Runic Vibrations___

The runes are to be vibrated one after in this order. [You can increase and it would
be best to increase the numbers of vibrations]



Fehu/Algiz/Ansuz/Sol/Dagaz/
x9 each Rune:
"FFFFFFF-EEEEEEE-HHHHHHH-UUUUUUUU" x9
"AAAAAA-LLLLL-GGGGG-IIII-ZZZZ" x9
"AAAAAA-NNNNNN-SSSSS-UUUUUUUU-ZZZZZZZZZZZ" x9
"SSSSSSSS-OOOOOOOOOOOO-LLLLLLLLL" x9
"DDDDDD-AAAAAA-GGGGG-AAAAA-ZZZZZZ" x9

After you raise the energy of the Runes, focus on it and do the below cycle 13 times
[SATANAS - AFFIRM - SATANAS ]: 

VIBRATE SATANAS

"Satan's Name is absolved and purified of all false jewish rooted accusations, lies
and slander, now and for all eternity!

Satan's  Name  is  blessed,  sanctified,  and  cleansed  from  any  and  all  false
accusations, all negativity, and all false accusations pinned on Him by His enemies.

Satan's Power and Influence are permanently and continuously spreading all over
the world in a positive way. Satan's Highest Throne is Restored Over the World!
People Now See Clearly the untainted and positive Truth of Satan!

VIBRATE SATANAS

____

Close the Ritual with a big "HAIL SATAN!!"

You can of course meditate on Satan's amazing energy which will be very active in
that day.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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